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Abstract—Nowadays, Document forgery detection is becoming increasingly important as forgery techniques are becoming
available even to untrained users. Hence, documents that do not
contain any extrinsic security features (e.g. invoices) have become
easier to forge. We previously presented a method to detect
manipulated documents based on distortions introduced during
the forgery creation process. In this paper, several approaches
are explored to improve accuracy and time taken to detect
forgeries based on document distortions. The main idea behind
the presented approaches is to automatically identify which
parts of a document belong to the template (and hence would
remain static across different documents originating from the
same source) and then detect distortions in those parts only.
An improvement up to 29% in accuracy of forgery detection is
observed compared to our previous work. Furthermore, we also
present an approximation of the original method that results
in a reduction in run time of the method by several orders
of magnitude, while having only a marginal reduction in its
accuracy.

one has access to a number of documents from the same
source, one can leverage that to use a model-based document
authentication algorithm. van Beusekom et al. [5] used a
simpliﬁed approach to align documents coming from the same
source. The major challenge in aligning different documents
(e.g. invoices) from the same source (e.g. a doctor) is to
distinguish between the static parts of the document (i.e.
header and footer) and the non-static part (the actual content
of the invoice). Different invoices from the same source might
have nothing in common, apart from the issuing party details.
Note that although it is likely that the actual forgery would be
done in the non-static part of the document (e.g. modifying
the date or amount of an invoice), we aim at catching the
distortions in the static part of the documents as a by-product
of the forgery creation process. The preliminary approach
developed in this direction [5] required manually marking the
static and non-static parts of the document. This restriction
was removed in [2] to be able to effectively detect document
distortions without distinguishing its static and non-static parts.
In this paper, we develop an automatic approach for identifying static parts of a document and show that it signiﬁcantly
improves the results of [2]. First, we brieﬂy introduce the DocAlign algorithm [2] in Section II. Then, Section III presents
different approaches for improving accuracy of DocAlign
using automatic identiﬁcation of static parts of documents.
An approximation of the DocAlign algorithm is presented
in Section IV. Experimental results are given in Section V,
followed by a conclusion in Section VI.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Document forgery is a common problem affecting many
areas of our daily lives. For example, customers may present
fake documents to banks in order to obtain a loan or even
present tampered documents to insurance companies in order
to obtain the insurance amount. Several approaches may be
used to falsify a document. For example, documents may be
copied using copying machines, remade using word processing
software or scanned, digitally modiﬁed and ﬁnally printed [1].
During the scanning and printing processes involved in creating scan/print type forgeries, some distortions are introduced
in the document. The most important distortion, which is the
focus of this paper, is non-uniform vertical scaling. When a
printed document is scanned and printed again, the contents
of the re-printed document have slightly different vertical
distances as compared to the original one [2]. This effect can
be observed in a direct comparison with the original document.
Similarly, remaking a document in a word processing program
is also likely to introduce alignment imperfections.
Creating every day documents in a more secure way (e.g.
by introducing holographic images [3] or specialized printing
techniques [4]) incurs extra costs. Therefore, most of such
documents are created using off-the-shelf paper and printers.
On the other hand, many of these documents are repeatedly
produced (e.g. medical invoices from a speciﬁc hospital, or
repair costs from a speciﬁc workshop). In scenarios where
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II. D OCUMENT A LIGNMENT (D OC A LIGN ) A LGORITHM
We begin by presenting the original work [2] brieﬂy for
completeness. Documents in the training set are matched
to each other using the RAST algorithm (see Section II-A)
producing a matrix of pairwise matching results. Afterwards,
the test document is matched to all documents in the training
set in a pairwise fashion using the RAST algorithm. A summed
score (of matching every document in the training set to the
test document) is calculated and a variant of Grubbs test (see
Section II-B) was run to detect the outliers. The main aim of
the algorithm is to mark a forged document as an outlier.
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III. ACCURACY I MPROVEMENTS IN D OC A LIGN
A. Layout Filtering
This approach aims at ﬁltering out layout varying blocks
and leaving the layout static ones by means of a mask before
matching the documents using RAST algorithm. Layout static
blocks are deﬁned to be blocks that do not vary greatly in size
or in position across different documents. In this approach,
the documents in the training set are segmented into blocks
using the XY-cut algorithm [8] (thus extracting the documents
layouts where a document layout is the set of blocks forming
a document.) The layouts are then matched together in a
pairwise fashion. In this comparison the Hungarian algorithm
is used to match blocks of one layout to blocks of another
layout (Figure 2) and this matching of layouts is assigned a
score which represents how close the layouts are to each other
(the Hungarian algorithm aims at maximizing this score). The
cost matrix of the Hungarian algorithm is ﬁrst constructed
where cell (x,y) in this matrix represents how similar block
x in layout one and block y in layout two are. If there is an
overlap between the two blocks, similarity score is the number
of overlapping pixels. If there is no overlap, the Manhattan
distance d is calculated between the centers of the blocks and
similarity score is

Fig. 1. Blocks varying in size are highlighted in grey. This work aims at
automatic removal of such variable parts of documents to align static parts
only.

A. RAST algorithm
The RAST term stands for Recognition by Adaptive Subdivision of Transformation space. In this algorithm, two images
are matched together and a matching score is computed. This
matching score can be seen as the number of identical characters that have the same position in both document images.
The algorithm aligns them in such a way that the matching
score is maximized. The alignment consists of deﬁning the
transformation space with parameters (tx , ty , s, a) where tx
and ty are translations in the x and y directions respectively,
s is the scale factor and a is the rotation angle required for
optimal alignment of the two documents. The transformation
space is initialized given by [txmin , txmax ] × [tymin , tymax ]
× [smin , smax ] × [amin , amax ], where these ranges are
the initial ranges of the parameters. An optimal branch-andbound search algorithm is used to ﬁnd the optimal parameters
set (see [5], [6] for details).

cost = α(1 −

We empirically set α = 500 and β = 5000 in our experiments.
The obtained value has two interesting properties. First, as the
distance between the block centers decreases the similarity
score increases. Second, the value obtained is relatively low
in comparison to the number of overlapping pixels between
the blocks and thus it is guaranteed that if there is an overlap
between the two blocks currently considered, it will have
a higher contribution and only when the block does not
overlap with any other block, the distance will come into play
(searching for the nearest block to it). Finally if the number
of blocks was not equal, dummy blocks are added to the
document with the lower number of blocks and the similarity
measure between any block and a dummy block is zero. The
similarity score of two layouts is the sum of similarity scores
of blocks that matched together. A summed score is then
calculated for each layout in the training set (matching a layout
in the training set to all other layouts in the same set) and
the layout with the highest summed score is determined. This
is called the data set representative layout. Each block from
this layout is then compared to its corresponding blocks (to
which it was matched by the Hungarian algorithm) in the other
layouts in the training set. If the difference in size of the two
blocks (that in the representative layout and its corresponding
block in another layout) is within a ﬁxed threshold (at most
10% of the size of the smaller block), a block score for
the block in the representative layout is incremented by one.
Blocks of the representative layout scoring above a certain
threshold (threshold chosen manually to be 80% of the size
of the training set) are called layout static blocks. Those

B. Variant of Grubbs Test
In the original Grubbs test, the test searches for an outlier
in the data set, removes it and then continues searching for
other outliers and removes them. The test stops if no more
outliers are found or if the data set size becomes six [7]. In
our variant of the Grubbs test, the test is done only on the
incoming test image to determine whether it is an outlier or
not (since all other documents are genuine and thus there is
no need to do the test on them.) As an evaluation measure,
the true positive rate (rtp ) and the true negative rate (rtn ) are
determined where
rtp = tp /(tp + fn )
and
rtn = tn /(tn + fp )
tp , tn , fp , fn are the number of true positives, true negatives,
false positives and false negatives respectively.
Outlier detected
No outlier detected

Forged
True positive
False negative

d
)
β

Genuine
False positive
True negative
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mask extracted in using the layout ﬁltering approach is reﬁned
so as to include only OCR static blocks. This mask is applied
to all the document images (training and test set) and anything
outside this mask is removed.

blocks form a mask that, when applied to another document,
leaves everything in the position of the layout static blocks
in the representative layout and removes other blocks and
thus extracts the layout static blocks from all the documents
(training and test set.) It is assumed that the corresponding
blocks in other documents will have roughly the same position
as in the representative layout. After applying the mask to all
documents, documents are matched using the RAST algorithm
as in DocAlign [2] .

C. Manual (Semantic) Filtering
In this approach, a mask was manually created to extract
only blocks corresponding to the headers and footers of the
documents. In bills and vouchers, it is expected to ﬁnd such
headers and footers that repeat across different documents
from the same source. For example, the block containing the
name of the bill issuer, the block containing his/her address
and also the block of the bank account number were found to
repeat across the doctor bills data set used in this work. The
manually created mask was applied to the whole data set to
extract these three blocks.
IV. C OMPUTATION T IME R EDUCTION IN D OC A LIGN
In the previous approaches, incoming documents were
matched to all documents in the training set. The drawback
of this method is that it takes a lot of time in addition to
being dependent on the size of the training set. To reduce
the computation time at the testing stage, a representative of
the training set is ﬁrst determined (as in the Layout ﬁltering
approach). Then, the test image is matched only to the single
representative document chosen from the training set. This
match score is given to the Grubbs outlier detection method
along with the pre-computed scores of matching the training
set representative to all of the training set images. This
approximation can be thought of in the following way: if the
scores of matching the training set images to the training set
representative are present, does the score of matching the test
image to the training set representative ﬁt into these scores or
is it an outlier?

Fig. 2. After establishing correspondence between blocks of two pages,
matching blocks are shown in the same color.

B. Layout + OCR Filtering
In this approach, the layout mask extracted in the previous
approach is reﬁned. This is done by removing blocks that
are not OCR static. OCR static means that the text contents
of the blocks are relatively ﬁxed and not varying across
the documents. Thus in the representative layout, layoutstatic blocks previously determined are considered one by
one, their text contents are compared to the text contents
of their corresponding blocks in the rest of the training set
using the Levenshtein distance algorithm. The similarity score
of matching the texts of two blocks using the Levenshtein
distance algorithm is the minimal number of edits required to
transform one text to the other. The cost of insertion, deletion
and substitution of a character is set to one. It should be noted
that such a score should be normalized ﬁrst by dividing by the
length of the longer (cost now ranges from zero to one after
normalization.) A summed score of matching the text of one of
the layout static blocks in the representative layout to all other
texts of corresponding blocks in the training set is determined.
The summed score of each block should range between zero (if
the considered block in the representative layout had the same
text as all the corresponding blocks in all the other documents)
and size of training set minus one (the case when each block
in the training set documents has a completely different text
such that the normalized Levenshtein distances are always one,
except when block compared to itself the score will be always
zero.) Afterwards a threshold is set, below which the block is
considered to be an OCR static block. The threshold chosen in
this context is 4% of the size of the training set. This can be
thought of as allowing text variations between corresponding
blocks up to 4%, above that the block is considered as an OCR
non static block. After determining the OCR static blocks, the

V. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A. Experimental Setup
Experiments were done on a doctor bills data set used in
DocAlign [2]. It consists of 40 genuine documents, 40 copied
documents, and 12 forged documents. As a preprocessing step,
documents were binarized using Otsu algorithm [9], deskewed
as in [10], and ﬁnally their page frames were aligned together.
Page frame detection involves detecting the frame surrounding
the documents contents [11]. Detecting such frame helps
removing the noise (that may occur at the margins of the
document images) as well as aligning the documents together
by shifting the page frames of different documents so that their
top left corners coincide. This is an important step to eliminate
document tilting and shifting that may occur while scanning
the documents.
In this paper, a variant of the N fold cross validation was
used throughout the experiments. The genuine images were
divided into n folds. One fold was taken as the training set
while the remaining n-1 folds in addition to the copies and
forgeries were taken as the testing set. Experiments were then
repeated n times, each time a different fold of the genuine
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true positive rate (up to 19% at n = 4.) In this approach, the
effect of excessive block removal plays a greater role (only
three blocks from an average of 14 blocks per document are
present). Regarding the true negative rate (Figure 5), it remains
at 1.0 in the reproduced work and the layout-OCR ﬁltered
blocks method. In the layout based ﬁltering approach, the true
negative rate dropped only to 0.975 at n = 2, otherwise it is
1.0. However, using the manual ﬁltering caused a signiﬁcant
drop in the true negative rate (lies in the interval [0.90, 0.95])
due to an excessive block removal.

images was taken as the training set and the rest of the
documents were taken as the testing set. The true positive, true
negative rates and the average testing time were calculated.
Results of the different repetitions were averaged. Finally,
experiments were repeated with different values of N (N =
2; 3; 4; 5) to test the effect of different training set sizes on
the results.
B. Reproducing Results of DocAlign
First, the previous work (DocAlign [2]) was reproduced to
set a base line for the results. It can be observed in Figure 3
that reproduced results are generally better than results in
DocAlign [2] (with the exception of the true positive rates at
n=2 and n=3.) These differences are due to two factors. The
ﬁrst one is that in DocAlign, the library Cuneiform v1.0 was
used to extract the OCR information instead of the Tesseract
library used in this paper. The second one is that another
variant of the Grubbs test was used (see Section II-B).
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Fig. 4. True positive rate in reproduction of the original work, layout, layoutOCR and manually ﬁltered data set against number of folds n
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C. Analysis of Accuracy Improvements
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In this section, the true positive and true negative rates of
the different approaches are compared. In the three approaches
presented in Figure 4 and 5, the true positive rates have
increased compared to the base line of the reproduced results.
The highest true positive rate increase was obtained using the
layout ﬁltered data set (up to 30% at n = 2.) This is because
in that approach layout non static blocks were ﬁltered out.
Those blocks vary in size and thus in content as well. Filtering
them out leaves blocks that are relatively close in size. The
blocks left have in most of the cases the same content or even
close content. The non static blocks vary greatly in size (and
thus in content) across the documents and thus do not help
identifying whether the document is a genuine or a forged one.
Incorporating OCR information lead to a slighter improvement
(up to 25% at n = 2.) This is possibly due to the effect of
the excessive block removal. Documents have lost some of
their features (blocks) which make it harder to differentiate
between genuine documents and forgeries. Using the manually
ﬁltered data set has lead to the slightest improvement in the
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Fig. 5. True negative rate in reproduction of the original work, layout,
layout-OCR and manually ﬁltered data set against number of folds n

D. Analysis of Computation Time Reduction
In the previous approaches, incoming documents were
matched each to all other documents in the training set. In
this approach, the incoming document is matched only to
the document with the representative layout in the training
set. This approach is aimed mainly at improving the average
testing time of incoming documents. In Figure 6, there is a
slight drop in the true positive rate when using the single
document matching technique at n = 2, 4 and 5. A slight
increase in the true positive rate occurred at n = 3. The
true negative rate experiences a slight decrease. It lies in the
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interval [0.98, 0.99] instead of [1,1]. In the single document
matching technique, the new document is matched using
RAST algorithm only to the document with the representative
layout of the whole training set. This leads to a major reduction
in testing time (as shown in section V-D ) with a slight
degradation in performance in comparison to the results of
the DocAlign [2].
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Thus, layout-based ﬁltering approach can be effectively used
to identify static parts of a set of documents. Furthermore,
an approximation of the algorithm to match a test document
to only one representative training set document caused the
average testing time to decrease from 6 minutes to 16 seconds
with no major degradation in accuracy of forgery detection.
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Fig. 6. True positive and true negative rates in reproduction of the original
work and in the single document matching approach against number of folds
n
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, several approaches were explored to improve
accuracy of model-based document forgery detection and average time taken to classify an incoming document. Documents
were ﬁltered based on their contents (layout, layout-OCR and
logical contents) removing varying parts. The layout ﬁltering
approach caused the greatest improvement in the true positive
rate due to removal of non-static blocks. Further ﬁltering in
the other two approaches (layout-OCR and manual ﬁltering)
caused slighter improvements due to the excessive block ﬁltering effect. The true negative rates remained largely unaffected.
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